CTATICS
Uniformly distributed loads (UDLs)

Simply supported beams
A simply supported beam is supported at two points in such a way
that it is allowed to expand and bend freely. In practice the supports are often rollers. The loads on the beam may be concentrated|
at different points or uniformly distributed along the beam.Figure|
|
1.30 shows concentrated loadsonly.
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‘Figure 1.30 Simply supported beam with concentrated loads
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The downward forces on a beam are said to be active loads, due
to the force of gravity, whilst the loads carried by the supports are
said to be reactive. When investigating the effects of loading, we
often have to begin by calculating the supporting reactions. The
beam is in static equilibrium junder the action of these external
:
:
forces, and so we proceed as follows:

right
1. Equate the sum of the turning moments, taken aboutthe

hand support D,to zero. Thatis,
=UMp = 0
Ral-Wih-Wah =0
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of a beam is given by|
The total UDL overa particular length 1,
. Thatis,
length
the
and
rate
ng
loadi
the
the product of
j
total UDL = wl —
When youare equating momentsto find the beam reactions, the
total UDLis assumedto actat its centroid, i.e. at the centre of the

length 7. You can thentreat it as just another concentrated load
and calculate the support reactions in the same way as before.
Eg

Example 1.5

You can find Ra from this condition.

2. Equate vector sum of the vertical forces to zero. Thatis,

Calculate the support reactions of the simply supported beam shown
in Figure 1.33.

“oFy =0

Total UDL=10kN

Ra + Rg — Wi-W2 =0

Distributed load, w=2 kN

5kN

— 2.5m —>

You can find Rp from this condition.
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Example 1.4

Calculate the support reactionsof the simply supported beam shown
-in Figure 1.31.
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Figure 1.31

Take moments about the point D, remembering to use the sign
convention that clockwise moments are positive and anticlockwise
moments are negative. For equilibrium, 2Mp =0,

(Ra x 4.5) — (8 x 3.5) — (4x 1.5) =0
4.5R, — 28-6 =0

R= ais =7.56kN
Equate the vector sum of the vertical forces to zero, remembering

the “e convention that upward forces are positive and downward
forcds are negative. For equilibrium, DAy = 0.
8+ 4-—7.56 — Ap =0

Ry =8+4-7.56 = 4.44KN

Figure 1.33

Begin by calculating the total UDL. Then, replace it by an equal
concentrated load acting at its centroid. This is shown with a dotted
jine above.

Total UDL= wi =5x2=10kN

You can now apply the conditions for static equilibrium. Begin by
talking moments about the point D. For equilibrium, XM) = 0,

(Ry x 5) — (5 x 8) — (10 x 2.5) - (7x1) =0 ©
,
5R, —15 25-7=0

Ry = tet! =9.4kN
Now equate the vector sum of the vertical forces to zero. For|:
equilibrium, ZA, = 0,

9.44+Ry-5-10-7=0
Rp = 5+10+7-9.4=12.6KN

Bending of beams
C@igaicntideumamnsttresThe following sign convention

is usede

1. Clockwise moments to the left of a section are positive and
anticlockwise moments are negative.
2. Anticlockwise. moments to the right ofa section are posteve
and clockwise moments are negative.

This gives rise to the idea of positive and negative bending as
shown in Figure 1.36, and the variation of bending moment along
a loaded beam can be plotted on a bending moment diagram.
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Figure 1.36 Positive and negative bending

When youare plotting shear force and bending momentdiagrams you will see that
,

Key point

1. The maximum bending moment always occurs where the shear
force diagram changessign.
2. The area of the shear force diagram upto a particular section
gives the bending moment at,that section.
3. Under certain circumstances;the bending moment changes sign
and this is said to occur at a point of contraflexure.
At point of contraflexure, where the bending momentis zero, the | l [ g

deflected shape of a beam changes from sagging to hogging or vice * *
versa. The location of these points is of importance to structural
engineerssinceit is here that welded,bolted or riveted joints can be
made which will be free of bendingstress.

Example 1.6
Plot the shear force and bending momentdistribution diagrams for
the simple cantilever beam shown in Figure 1.37 and state the
magnitude, nature and position of the maximum values of shear
force, and bending moment.
shear force from A to B = —5kN
shear force from B to C = -5 -3 = —8KN
maximum shear force = —8kN between B and C

bending moment at A = 0

.

bending moment at B = —(5 x 2) = —10kNm
bending moment at C = —(5 x 3)—(3x1)=—18kKNm
maximum bending moment = —18kN m at C
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As you can see, the shear force is negative over the whole length of

the cantilever because there is a downward breaking forceto the left

of any section, i.e.-negative shear.
5KN

3kN

A

B

Cc

Shearforce diagram

i-8kN

Soors,

10 kN
Bending moment diagram |

-18kNm

*

Figure 1.37

The bending momentis alwayszeroatthe free end of a simple cantilever

and negative over the remainder of its length. You might think of

a cantilever as being half of a hogging beam in which the bending
momentat any sectionis anticlockwise,i.e. negative bending. :
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Example 1.7

Plot the shear force and bending momentdistribution diagrams

for the simply supported beam shown in Figure 1.38. State the
magnitude, nature and position of the maximum valuesof shearforce,
and bending moment andtheposition of a point of contraflexure.
Begin by finding the support reactions:
For equilibrium, =Mp = 0,
(Rg x 2) — (6 x 3) — (10 x 1) =0
2 fg —18-10=0

Rp = B41 14kN
Also, for equilibrium, SAy = 0,
144+ Ap +6+10=0
Rp = 6+10-14 =2KN

see
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+2 KN

6kKN
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B
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ox =6 — 6x
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Rp

48KN}

8x =6

x =5-075m
8

:

0

-2kN :

2

2x = 6(1 — x)

i

Fi
—6 kN

Thepointof contraflexure
is thus 0.75 m to the
right of B.

Figure 1.39

0

: -6kN |
'

x = 1-8

If you examinethe shear force and bending moment diagrams in

the above examples, you will find that there is a relationship between
|shear force and bending moment. Calculate the area underthe shear
force diagram from the left hand end, up to any point along-+he
beam. Youwill find thatthis is equal to the bending momegtat. -at
point. Try it, but rememberto use the sign convention that areas
i
abovethe zeroline are positive and those below are negative.

; Shear force diagram

Example 1.8

..Plot the shear force and bending momentdistribution diagramsfor |

Bending momentdiagram

the cantilever shown in Figure 1.40 andstate the magnitude and

position of the maximutn values of shear force and bending
| moment.

Figure 1.38

Pd

1kN

2kN

Next find the shear force values:

Distributed load, w=3kNm-1

sconooananaad OOOOODOOOONN. Z

SF from A to B= —6KN
SF from B to C= -6+14=-+8KN

A

|

CC

SF from C to D = —6 + 14-10 = —2kN

maximum shear force = + 8KN between B and C

i

—2kN

Nowfind the bending momentvalues:

im
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--5 kN

~6KNi
iShear force diagrain

BM atA=0

-9 kN

BM at B= —(6 x 1)= -6kNm

BM at C = —(6 x 2)+ (14x 1) =+2kNm

BM at D = 0

|

-3.5kNm *

maximum bending moment = —6kN m at B

|

‘Bending moment diagram
-9kNm

There is a point of contraflexure at E, where the bending moment is}
zero. To find its distance x, from B, consider the similar triangles Figure 1.40
BEF and ECG (Figure 1.39).
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1. What.is the difference
between an active and
a reactive load?

_

The presence of the UDL produces a gradually increasing shear
force between the concentrated loads.
Finding shear force values:
SF immediately to right of A= — 2KkN

SF immediately to left of B= — 2 — (3 x 1) = —SKN
SF immediately to right of B= — 2—1- (3x 1) = —6KN
SF immediately to left of C= —2-1-(8 x 2)= —9kN

=

maximum SF=—9KN immediately to leftofC

The presence of the UDL produces a bending moment diagram
with parabolic curves between the concentrated load positions.
Finding bending momentvalues:

Finding support reactions:
a

For equilibrium, 2Mc = 0,
(Ra x 8) — (6x 1)-(2x3x15)=0

3R, —6-9=0

—5kN
R, = 8+9
3

2. How do you define the

shear force at any point
on a loaded beam?

3. How do you define the
bending moment at an

point a a loaded peal?

4. Whatis a pointof

contraflexure?

contraflexure?

Also for equilibrium, XAy = 0,
5+Rp -6-(2x3)=0
5+R,-6-6=0
Ro = 6+6-—5 =7KN

BM atA=0
BYt B= —(2 x 1) -— (8x 1 x 0.5) = —3.5kNm

Finding the shear force values:

maximum bending moment = —9KN m at C

SF immediately to right of B = 5 — (2 x 2) -6 = —5KN

BM at C= —(2x 1) -(1x1)-(8x 2x1) =—9kNm

SF immediately to right of A = +5 kN
SF immediately to left of B = 5 — (2 x 2) = +1KN

‘

SF immediately to left of C=5 — (2 x 3) -6=—7KN
‘maximum SF = —7kN immediately to left of C
Finding bending moment values:

| Example 1.9

Plot the shear force and bending moment distribution diagrams
for the simply supported beam shown in Figure 1.41. State the
magnitude, nature and position of the maximum values of shear’
force and bending moment.
¢

Distributed load, w=2kNn-!
A

2

6KN

B

annn99000000NoNDAOfoNNOODONAAND C

<—___— 2M —__+ !+_ 1m —+
Ra :
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Reo

BM at B= (5 x 2)—(2x 2x1) =+6kNm
BM atC =0

maximum BM = + 6kNm at B

As you can see from the diagramsin Figure 1.41, the effect of
the UDL is to produce a shear force diagram that slopes between
the supports and the concentrated load. Its slope 2 kN m7", which
is the uniformly distributed loading rate. The effect on the bending
moment diagram is to produce parabolic curves between the
supports and the concentrated load.
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Bending momentdiagram

Figure 1.41
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